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US FOLICY ron EBPLOYHENT OF NUCLEJ..R 1-:EAFONS
In January, 1972, a DoD panel, chaired by Dr. Foster, was established
In Nay, 1972, this panel
f o rwarded to the Secretary of Defense the initial results of this review,
i n cluding a drat.'t of "Tentative Policy Guidance for the Employment of
N u clear Weapons". The major features of this Tentative Policy Guidance
a r e mur.marized belovT and compared with the current policyi - issues- arid ···-·· -·-· ··
a c tions for consideration by t he Secretary of Defense are thr:in-hi"gnligtii:.ea:
A more detailed discussion is contained in the panel's report, "Review o.f
U:.:i PoLley for the ·Employment of Nuclear Weapons."
t.::> rcvie\"' US nuclear weapon employme!lt policy.

(

It should be noted that the panel addressed the employment of current
a n d near-term US nuclear forces, not t.be design and posture of these forces.
Current Employment Policy
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The Panel reviewed US and NATO docume:1ts and t·o und -r.nat the
N a tional Strategic 'l'argeting and Attack Poiicy ·(NSTAP)","prepared.". bythe___
JC S, is the only source of definitive policy for the employment of US
nu clear ~eapons. The currently effective NSTAP and a revision prepared
by the JCS for consideratj_on by tbe Foster Panel are summarized in this
section.
A.

Current NSTAP

The fundamental concept of the current .NST:\P is to maxuuze U.S.
power so as to attain and maintain a strategic superiority which will
lead to an early termination of a nuclear war on terms favorable to the
United States and its allies. To implement this concept, the NSTAP calls
for e~ployment of forces in the Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP)
to meet the following objectives:
1.
~p desfr5?\C;-r neut;.-~i:ize, on a selective basis, nuclear o f {ensiye
.capabilities of t he enemv that threaten the United States and its allies,
in order to limit damage to the United States and its allies to the
maximum extent practicable.

2. To.destrov or neutralize, on a selective basis, a comprehensive
enemy military t arget system in order to assist i n the destruction of the
enemy's overall military capability.

3. To destroy, on a selective basis and under a l l conditions of war
initiation, the war-supporting ond urban/ industri al resources of t he enemy.
Par9.lleling the s(~ objectives, t here ar e three SIOP tasks, or weapon
target package s, desjgnated .1\LFHA, BPJ\VO , and CHARLIE .
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l. Task ALPHA includes strikes on nuclear threats, including ICBM
and IR/MRrn" sites, bomber bases, bases for missile-launching subm~·ines,
civilian and military command and control, nuclear weapon storage sites,
and defense suppression targets.
· - -- ·2 . Task ,BRAvO includes strikes on tactical airfields and other general
purpose and nuclear military targets critical to the overall conduct and
direction of military operations.

3. Task CHfB1JE includes strikes on urban/industrial targets and
military targets co-located with cities.
The NSTAP organizes the SlOP tasks into attack options to provide some
degree or flexibility to the National Co~mand Authorities (NCA); these are
summari~_ed in Figure l.
All of the attack options of the current NSTAP
include execution of Task ALPHA (nuclear threat targets). These attack
options provide for withholding Tasks BRAVO and/or CHARLIE and for selective
withholding, by task and by country, of attacks against the PRC and the
Far Eastern and E~st Eur<;>pean allies of the USSR and the PRC. Moreover;
attacks on the government centers in Moscow and Peiping may be selectively
withheld or executed.
Within the current SlOP per se, China cannot be attacked without
attacking the Soviet Union, although there are contingency plans outside
of the SIOP which provide for strategic nuclear attacks against China
without attack or overflight of the Soviet Union.

B. Revised NSTAP The JCS prepared a revision of the NSTAP for
consideration by the Foster Panel. It has the same .objectives as the
current NSTAF, but there are several major change3:

I 25X5, E.O.l3526

2. Greater flexibilitY is called for to provide the NCA with attack
options appropriate to tn'~ nature and level of the revocation but the
e licit definitio:1 of Tasks ALPHA BRAVO and CHARLIE is dro ed. The
revised NSTAP provides general guidance that tne SIOP Hill be structured
for various leyels of attack and should prov1de m axim~~ flexibility
consistent with military considerations, but does not define specific
attack options.

+ The third NSDM 16 crited en states that the United St ntes "should
mainte.i n t h e capabi l i t :1 t o deny t o th e Soviet Union t he :::biHt:; t o cuuse
significantly more deaths and i ndu.strie.l de.rr.age i n t he Unit ed States i r. a
nuclear war than they themselves v1ould suffer."
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3. There are provisions for Limited Strategic Optiops (LSOs) below

.~~~--le_~Ei~fS~OP attacks, but spe~ific LSOs are not defined.

4. There are provisions for a "swins force", which is a reserve force
for the purposes of providing a capability to meet contingencies. increasing
the weight of attack against SIOP targets, and ;preyenting nuclear cgercion
subseguent to SIOP termination.

5. It provid~s for SIOP attacks on the PRC without concurrent attack
on or overflight of the Soviet Union
II.

The Tentative Policy Guidance

The current NSTAP is intended. to provide guidance to subordinate US
commanders in preparing the SIOP and does not provide full and explicit
coverage of all aspects of national policy for the employment of nuclear
weapons. Moreover, the policy on which the current .iJSTAP is based was
established in th~ early 1960's and does not adequately reflect present
conditions.
The Foster Panel considered the revised NSTAP to be a major step
forward, but identified additional issues of importance which \·Jere not within
the intended scope of the revised KSTAP and which were not addressed by
other policy documents. Accordingly, the Panel prepared a ne\-r document
entitled "Tentative Policy Guidance for the Employment of Nuclear Weapons,"
which incorpo!'ates most of the ne,., features of the revised NSTAP and is
consistent with the limited employment policy guidance that exists else- .
where (e .g., in the President's Foreign Policy Reports). This "Tentative
Guidance" takes a different perspective than the NSTAP, broadens the scope
of the p~licy guidance, and introduces some new strategic conceuts. Its
major fe3.tures are discussed below; Figure 2-is a parallel summary of the
current NSTAP, the revised NSTAP, and the Tentative Guidance.
A.
Perspectives of the Secretary of Defense. The PGnel, in drafting
the TE!ntc::.tive Gu id;J n ~ E:, sought to incorp::>rate t .n/3 per s pe ctives of the
Secret 1:1 r y ot' Defense -- and only those perspectives -- in a manner analogous
to the Defense Pol~cy and Planning Guidance.

B. E~anded Scope. The Tentative Guidance establishes a National .
Nuclear Targeting and Attack Policy (NNTAP) whicn covers plans for employ~ng
both strategic and theater nuclear v1eapons. Althougn some theater weapons
are targeted in the SIOP, the current and revised HSTAPs are no"t intended
to provide guidance for all theater nuclear employment plans. 1t should be
noted however that much of the detail in the Tentative Guidan~e in fact
' to employment
'
applies
plans for strategic nuclear weapons and thst further
vrork is needed on policy guidance fgr theater nucl eg empl pxmept plan s.

.
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C.

Control of Escalation. The Fbster Panel concluded that, in an
nuclear war with the Soviet Union, counterforce strikes cannot
provide high confidence in significantly reducing the urban damage the
United States and its allies would suffer. Accordingly, the Tentative
ives first prioritv to limiting the level and extent of nuclear
control of escalation and to earl terminati n of the conflict
on terms acceptable to the United States. This is a major departure h·om
the policy of the current and revised NSTAPs; nonetheless, the panel is in
agreement on this ~riority.
all-ou~

Damage to the United States and its allies could be limited if both
sides in a nu~lear war show restraint by not attacking many targets valuable
to the other side. In an effor~ to control escalation, initial US attacks
could be limited in their size. in their militarv objectiyes. and in the •
regions and types of targets attacked. To deter the enemy -from further
escalation and to induce him to negotiate an end to the war, further US
attacks could be held in reserve to threaten targets highly valued by the
enemy leadersn1p. The follm-.'ing nevr strategic concepts to this end are
introduced in the Tentative Guidance and reflected in its attack options:
Escalation Boundaries
attack options should allow the NCA
to
nuclear war within cleari defined boundaries (e.g., attack
size, target classes, and geographic regions for the purpose of demonstra~1ng
the intention to keep the war limited.
2. Deterrence of Further Ene~v Escalation -- to complement escalation
boundaries, there should be attack options 1-.'hich, when withheld, can
credibly threaten targets highly yalued by the enemy leadership for the
purpose of deterring escalation across those boundaries.

3. Trans-Attack Stability -- the.US forces and c3 necessary for
successful execution of those attack options which are likely to be
withheld to deter further escalation should hgye a n1gn gegree of enduring
survival throughout a protracted, bt:t limited, nuclear conflict in orcter
to minimize pressures on the NCA for early execution of those attack options.

4. Avoidance of Enemy Command and Control -- the NCA should have the
ability to wlthflOlg attacks on the enemy NCA and their sensor~
communications in order to preserve the enemy ability to control forces
and to negotiate.
D. Objectives if Escalation Cannot Be Controlled. If escalation
cannot be controlled, the Tentative Guidance takes the position that the
United States should then give priority to securing a relatively
adyaptagegus pgliticaL economic, and military p0sition in the pos"t-tvar
ngrld. This concept is consistent with the objectives of the current and
revised NSTAPs, but it is given greater specificity in the Tentative
Guidance, which calls for destruction of:
the political structure Hhich controls the enemy government;
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the industrial, technological, and other economic resources
critical to rapid enemy post-war recovery;
~ould

and the residual general g1rpose and nuclear military forces which
otherwise continue to threaten the United States and its allies.

E. Attack Priorities in Preemption and Retaliation. The Tentative
Guidance specifies the following priorities for weapon allocation in US
preemptive and retaliatory attacks*, in recognition that the status of US
and enemy ·rorces·-will be different in each case. _T_!_l~-~~r:;-~n~ .NSTAP gives
first priority to U/I targets and second priority to nuclear threat targets
in both preemption and retaliation. The revised NSTAP does not assign weapon
allocation priorities .
Planning Assumptions ·for US - Forces
Day-to-day alert, with
pre-launch dffmage
{retaliation)

Generated alert , no
pre-launch damage
(preemption)

l

urban, industrial,
political, economic
targets

urban, industrial,
political, economic
targets

2

c3

nuclear forces, including
hard ballistic missile
launchers

3

residual general purpose
and nuclear forces (less
hard ballistic missile
launchers)

4

hard ballistic missile
launchers

Priority

The purpose of assigning the above priorities
order in which targets would actually be attacked,
guidance in assigning weapons to attack options so
weapon-target combinations are most likely to meet
NCA at the time they are being considered for use.

general purpose forces
is not to specify the
but rather to provide
that tteire-planned
the objectives of the

F. Attack Qptions. There are many uncertainties about the circ~~stances
of a nuclear war vthich indicate that attacks options may need to be t ailored
at the time they are considered by the NCA for execution. vlithout prior
preparation, however, it could take days or weeks to p:)..an, evaluate, and
implement attack options, depending on the size of the attack. Yet, the

-li·The Tent c.tive Gui danc e avo1c.:.s us in;; t he te r m:> "pr eemption" and
"retaliation" so as not to prejudge the circumstances in which the United
States might actually use nuclear we~pons.

_ __,.,.,~~---~~-E~i:H

NCA may need these options in a matter of minutes or hours , Accordingly ,
the panel concluded that nuclear war plans and procedures should provide
as many preplanned~attack options as possible, consistent with US force
capabilities and C and with the need for large attacks designed. to secure
a relatively favorable post-war position for the United States and its allies
in the event that escalation cannot be controlled.
Limited attack options which involve incremental execution of US
nuclear forces can reduce the effectiveness of these forces for securi ng a
relatively favorable post-war position for the United States and its allies .
This reduction in effectiveness can occur, for example, if forces must be
allocated inefficiently to carry out limited attacks, mas~ed forces cannot
be used to saturate defenses, withheld forces and their C face destruction
by enemy attacks, and procedures for executing limited attacks lead to
delay Jmd confusion.
For these reasons, the panel concluded that attack options should be
specified in some detail. Accordingly, the Tentative Guidance contains more
attack options than the current and revised NSTAPs.
To the extent that the :panel was able to examine the technical issues
of force application, it concluded that the attack options represent a
reasonable balance between efforts to control escalation and US requirements
if these efforts are not successfUl . It was recognized, however, that ~
iteratiye prgcess, probably with modificatjon, addition, or deletion of
specific opiions, yjll he needed before there can be assurance that the
best balance has in fact been achieved.
The Tentative Guidance specifies that there should be three classes
of attack options. Targets for Major Attack Options and Selected Attac k
Options are listed in Appendix A. Figure 3 illustrates the concepts
underlying the attack options in the Tentative Guidance .
...,... .
1. ~ajgr Attack gptjgps provide for large scale, preplanned
attacks on the USSR, the PRC, and t heir allies for the purpose of securing
a relatively adyantagegus pgst-war positign for the United States and i ts
allies. These are analogous to the attack options of the current NSTAP.
2.

Selected Attack
provide for moderate scale , preplanned
on selected regions ~nd or classes of targets for the purpose
primarily of controlling escalat i on as discussed in paragraph II . C above.
The principle o f flexibility which is implemented in these Selected Attack
Options is contained in the revised NSTAP.
attack~

3 . Limjted Nuslew· OPtiqr.s (LNos) * provide for -smal~ scale,
ad hoc and preplru1ned attacks in circumstances not covered by the Selected
Attack Options .
*The term "Limited Strategic Options" (LSOs) i s used in the revised
NSTAP . The Fo ster l'9.nel cons idered t.hs.t t :'1eL!.t.er nuc1.e9.r FiS w2ll o;; st rate gi c
forces could provi de small uttack opt i o :~ s u!1d i ntroduced the t en !l " L:i.mi t ed
Nuclear Options 11 in the Tentative Guidru:ce.
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Additional flexibility is incorporated in the Tent.~tive Guidance by
provisions for executing the Selected Attack Options singLy or in combination
in any order and by provisions for the following withholds, at the discretion
of the NCA:

I 25X5, E.0.13526
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III.

Issues ' for Consideration by the Secretary of Defense

The members of the Foster Panel are agreed on the general approach
to nuclear weapon employment planning contained in the Tentative Guidance.
There was not, of course, agreement on all the details; areas of disagreement
are footnoted in the May 2 version of the Tentative Guidance. Decisions
by the Secretary of Defense on these disagreements are not needed now.
Provided he cgncprs with the general approach, the Foster Panel may be
able to eliminate some disagreements and can prepare issue statements on
those remaining. Before additional work can proceed, however, it is important
to get the Secretary's views on the general approach. To this end, he
should particularly consider the following major innovations in the
Tentative Guidance:
1. The prigrity accgrded to control of escalation and the new strategic
concepts for effecting such control.

2. The substantial amount of detail in specifying particular Ma.jor
Attack Qptions and Selected Attack Options.

3.

The greater emphasis
and general purpose
post-attack recovery time, in
Soyiet nuclear threats in the

~conomic.

placed on targeting political, industrial,
military targets to maximize Soviet and PRC
contrast to the heayy emphasis on targeting
current NSTAP.

In addition, US declaratory policy to NATO about employment plans
should be carefUlly considered. If the approach of the Tentative Guidance
is implemented and is made known to NATO, the governmP.n~~ of these allies
may become even more concerned that Europe could become.thc batt~eground for
a limited nuclear war between the United States and the USSR. Op' the other hand,
it is the view of the panel that, in the event ot' a nuclear war between
NATO and the Warsaw Pact, . control of escalation and early war termination
offer more promising means of limiting daroage to Hestern Europe than do large
crn1nterfgrce strikes.
IV.

Additional Analysis

A need for the following additional analysis emerged during the
deliberations of the Foster Panel:
1. Develop more detailed pglicy guidance for theater nuclear employment
plans. The panel has so far not gotten very deeply into this area.

,.
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2. Investigate optimum targeting tg mlnLffilZe Soviet and PRC post-war
.;eower and maximize their post-attack recovery time. I t is, for example,
important to understand the extent to which discriminating targeting can
reduce the number of warheads needed for these tasks.

3. Determine in greater detail ways to increase the enduring surviva
bility gf forces emd c3 dprjne a protracted, but limited, conflict.
'
4. Identity- in greater detail any problems which may be assgd ated
with implementing the escalation cgptrgl cgpcepts of the Tentative
Guidance and ways to resolve these problems.
Completion of this additional work could, in some cases, take as
much as 6-12 months. As an initial step, the Foster Panel should be
task~d to develop more detailed work statements for these analyses, to
add to the list of further analyses as necessary, and to recommend agencies
for their accomplishment.
V.

Recommended Actions by the Secretary of Defense

There is little question that the Tentative Guidance makes necessary
and long over-due changes in the policy for nuclear weapon employment.
But the detailed implementation of these changes in the SIOP and other
nuclear employment plans will be such a major departure from past practices
that it probably should not be made in one step. The staff ~nalyses
conducted to date may not have uncovered all the potential problems
associated with implementing the Tentative Guidance. On the other hand,
we may be able to move to even more attack options than specified in the
Tentative Guidance. It is also important to ensure that the military
ccmmanders and their staffs completely and fully understand the concepts
of the Tentative Guidance.
Therefore, we need to deyelqp, pfflipe, approximate employment plans
which implement the guidance, using programmed FY 74 forces, and evaluate
the results. Then, the Secretary of Defense should have another careful
review in DOD and in the NSC before making the Tentative Guidance official.
The following schedule is proposed.
1.

July 10-20.

The Secretary of Defense should:

a. Obtain lld.miral Moorer's personal yiews on the approach of
the Tentative Guidance {he has been provided copies of the Tentative
Guidance and the Panel's report). ,.
b. Discuss the Tentative Guidance with the Foster Panel {a
briefing covering the Tentative Guidance has been prepared).

10
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c . .Discuss the Tentative Guidance priyately with Dr. Kissinger.
d. Provided the Secretary concurs with the general approach,
endorse the general approach and formally transmit the Tentative Guidance
to the JCS for comment.
e. Provide copies of th~ Tentative Guidance to selected DPBC
principals for comment.
July 20-August 31. The Foster Panel should accomplish the pre
work needed to initiate the analysis of paragraph IV and should
reduce or eliminate the footnoted points of disagreement in the Tentative
Guidance.
2.

limi~ary

3. September and October. OSD and the JCS should prepare approximate
(illustrative) employment plans for strategic and theater nuclear weapons
which implement the Tentative Guidance with FY 74 forces. The Foster
Panel should resolve any ambiguities or uncertainties in the guidance, as
they arise.
4. November. The Foster Panel should evaluate the capability of
these illustratiye plans to achieve the objectives of the Tentative
Guidance and, if necessary, recommend changes to the guidance.
5. December. The Secretary of Defer.se should reyiew with the NSC
the proposed guidance and the resulting nuclear weapon employment capabilities,
then officially issue the guidance as policy.
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Task CHARLIE
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(X=execute; other tasks are
reserved for possible later use)

ALFA (nuclear threat
targets)
BRAVO (other military
targets)

U.S. Preemption
1 2
2 Extended

U.S. Retaliation

3

4

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CHARLIE (urban/industrial
targets)

X
FIGURE 1

Attack Options in the Current NSTAP
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FIGURE 2
Comparison of Current NSTAP 2 Revised NSTAP,
and Tentative Guidance
Current NSTAP

Revised NSTAP

Tentative Guidance

Perspective

Nuclear weapons targeting

National policy guidance

National policy guidance

Scope ·

SIOP

SIOP

Al~

Control of escalation

Not addressed

Not addressed

First priority if deterrence

Objectives if escalation
cannot be controlled

Terminate hostilities on
terms relatively advantage
ous to US by destroying
enemy military forces and
v1ar-supporting U/1 resources

Terminate hostilities on
terms relatively advantage
ous to US by destroying
enemy military forces and
vrar-supporting U/1 resources

Secure relatively advantage
ous post-war position by
attacks which.destroy enemv
political contrgl. maxjmiz~
enemy post-war recgyery tiwe,
pnd destroy residual enemv
military forces

Weapon allocation priorities

Priority given to U/I
targets, then nuclear
threat targets

Priorities not assigned

Priorities assigned in more
detail than in current ·NSTAP;
priorities yary between US
preemption and retaliation

Attack opt ions

Five attack options
specified

theater and stratesic
nuclear employment plans

fa Us

I

No attack options
specified. Provisions made
for LSOs and for other
· flexible attack options .
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Four major attack options and
,12 selected attack options

are specified .
made for LNO§.

~oyisicns

JN.r-0Ebt\t I
. :Fie~ (cont.)
Current NSTAP

Revised NSTAP

Tentative

Guidan c~e-

·

Svring Force

Not Included

Included

Included

Targeting and Damage
Criter i ll

Gives detailed damage
criteria by target class
and expected da~age
objectives

Includes criteria of
current NSTAP and increases
weight of effort against
U/I targets

Drops detailed dam~ge
criteria by target class;"
adds criter:ion of trans -att~u;~
stability, calls for one
warhead on each Soviet ICBM
and IR/MRBM launcher in
preemption, and increases
weight of effort on U/I
targets.
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Appendix A

Below are shown the target classes and regions which are targeted in
the Major Attack Options and Selected Attack Options of the Foster Panel's
"Tentative Policy Guidance for the Employment of Nuclear Weapons." Some
targets are included in more than one Major Attack Option or Selected
Attack Option.
Major Attack Qptions
Ml. General purpose and nuclear military forces of the Soviet Union
and its Eastern European allies.
M2. The military targets of attack option Ml plus the urban, industrial,
political, and economic resources of the Soviet Union.
M3.
allies.

General purpose and nuclear military forces of the PRC and its

M4. The military targets of attack option M3 plus the urban, industrial,
political, and economic resources of the PRC.
Selected Attack Options

s1

Soviet nuclear threats to the United States (including national

S2.

Nuclear missile
.threats to NATO Europe (including national-level
.
...
:-:-!' •'

S3.

Nuclear bomber threats to NATO Europe.

level C3) .

c3).

· -: -

- · --".' ~

s4. Conventional ground force threats to NATO Europe.
S5.

Soviet and other Warsaw Pact missile-launching submarine bases.

s6. C~fuprehensive Warsaw Pact military target system; weapons employed
in attack option s6 will not include those launched f:rom CONUS.
S7.

Soviet nuclear threats to US forces and allies in Asia .

S8.

Soviet conventional military threats to US forces and allies in

Asia.
S9 . Suppression of Soviet air defenses fbr the pu1~ose of demonstrating
the vulnerability of these defenses and making the threat to Soviet cities
more obvious.
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SlO.

PRC nuclear threa<: (less national-level

Sll.

PRC national-level

Sl2 .

PRC conventional military forces.

c3 .

2

c3) .

